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TREATMENT ABANDONMENT (TxA) as a construct, over time
1998

2018

2010

Author (year),
Country
Sweet-Cordero
(1999)
Guatemala

Diseases

Predictors of abandonment

All pediatric
cancers

27 factors, main ones: severe malnutrition,
lack of electricity, <3 rooms, lack of TV, time
to clinic, age

Metzger (2003)
Honduras

ALL

Travel time (>5hrs)
Age (<4 .5 years)

Hessissen (2004)
Morocco

Hodgkin

Cost of care, Toxicity: Abandonment
decreased from 50% to 9% with change in
protocol and making drugs readily available

Sachdeva (2005)
India

All cancers

Cost of care, Toxicity: All that abandoned
were seeking alternative therapy

Yadav (2007)
North India

Leukemia

Female sex (28% of parents reported that the
patient being F influenced their decision)

Bonilla (2009)
El Salvador

59% ALL
28% solid tumors
13% brain tumors

Household income
# Household members
Parental literacy (univariate analysis only,
possibly confounder for financial status)

SIOP PODC WG sample products:
• Mostert et al. Lancet 2012: SIOP PODC WG position
statement on TxA and consensus definition
• Gupta et al. EJC 2013: Magnitude by meta-analysis
• Friedrich et al. PLOS One 2015: Magnitude, global survey
• Rossell, et al. JHSH 2012: Determinants, global snapshots
• Friedrich et al. PLOS One 2016: Determinants, global
survey
• Weaver et al. PBC 2015: A practical approach to TxA
• Weaver et al. JPHO 2015: Defining and distinguishing
• Friedrich et al. Cancer 2013: Pediatric sarcoma – survival
analysis
Arora, et al. PBC 2007
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Consensus working definition was established in 2011
• Importance: Principal cause of death from cancer in
developing countries (estimated >50%)
• Recommendations:
– Treatment abandonment should be included as an event in cancer
statistics. Overall survival and event-free survival should be reported with
and without the censoring of treatment abandonment
– “Abandonment” should include treatment refusal (lack of initiation of
treatment )
– Interruptions in care >4 weeks should be documented as treatment
abandonment, even if patient returns
– Treatment abandonment only occurs when curative treatment is
stopped, not when patient transitions to palliative care
– Factors influencing treatment abandonment have scope beyond
socioeconomics and in many cases may be out of the control of parents
and / or physicians
Mostert et al., LANCET, 2011
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SIOP PODC WG: Magnitude of TxA, A Global Survey

TxA is prevalent, compromises cancer survival
for 1 in 7 children globally
Friedrich, PLOS One 2015
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Magnitude → Impact on mortality and survival;
conclusions & framing
• Prevalent
– Compromises survival for 1 in 7 children around the world
– Prevalence/Rate of TxA is about 15% in LMIC
• Gupta et al, EJC 2013 & Friedrich et al, PLOS One 2015

– Number of children childhood cancer deaths from TxA in LMIC every year is equivalent to the
# of children with cancer diagnosed in HIC every year
• Around 26,000 children

– 80% of childhood cancer occurs in LMIC;
• 99% of treatment abandonment occurs in LMIC

– There is considerable variability: between countries, within countries, between centers, in
provider’s awareness/acceptance/opinion about this complex phenomenon
• No immune to cultural and professional influence and bias

– Assuming elimination of TxA will independently improve survival is a delicate hypothesis
Gupta et al. EJC 2013
Friedrich et al, PLOS One 2015
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↓TxA is a component of the quality patient care continuum

Early
diagnosis

Access to
care

Accurate
Diagnosis

Consent
to care

Effective treatment
Treatment
adherence/compliance

Surveillance
and follow
up

• Lessons learned:
– These are not just “additive pieces of a puzzle”

• There are complex interactions between components
• The impact is interdependent, perhaps exponential
• Decreasing TxA has marginal effect on survival without
important improvements in the rest of the quality continuum

– Determinants (factors) and level of influence/impact
varies between settings and between timepoints
– TxA is likely the “tip of the iceberg”

Tx Refusal &
Tx Abandonment
Adherence
- Clinic
- Medications
- Followup
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Treatment non-adherence:

Impact from >5% deviation in oral chemotherapy

Bhatia 2012 JCO; Blood 2015
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Reasons for TxA vary by country income-level (setting)
High-income countries

Low- and middle-income countries

Each center must determine its magnitude and its determinants
in order to effectively address this complex phenomenon.
Rossell, et al. JHSH 2012
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SIOP PODC WG:
Determinants of
Treatment
Abandonment, A
Global Survey
Reasons for TxA span beyond
SES and include and vary by
setting.

Friedrich, et al. PLOS One 2016
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Terms used to describe incomplete treatment and treatment
abandonment in the literature: a semantic chaos

-Distinct construct
-Neutral term
-Applicable across
disciplines
-Measured, tracked
& compared
- Addressed

Weaver et al. PBC 2015
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Treatment Abandonment;
simplest working definition

Failure to start or complete medically indicated curative
therapy (therapy that is required for disease control).

Weaver et al. PBC 2015
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Semantic
differences

Weaver et al. PBC 2015
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Practical
algorithm

Weaver et al. PBC 2015
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Survial Analysis (SA)
Basic Concepts of SA

Considerations in TxA

Statistical technique for positive valued random
variables, such as time to event or death

TxA influences outcome, not considering it as an
“event” overestimates survival

Can’t know if the patients who fail to complete follow
up have an event or not
- If we exclude patients who did not complete
follow-up we risk loosing a lot of valuable data
- We may need to evaluate data before all
patients have completed follow-up

Most patients that abandon therapy do so relatively
early in the course of treatment and therefore
treatment effectiveness can be presumed to be
significantly compromised for most of them
- There are only a few studies documenting
outcome after TxA, but a few survivors have been
documented

Survival analysis assumes that patients lost to followCurrent recommendation from SIOP PODC WG TxA is
up are well represented by the patients that remain on to perform survival analysis with and without
follow-up
censoring treatment abandonment
- True if the patient completed therapy
- The strategy is not perfect
- Not true if the patient abandoned therapy
- If struggling with strategy, interpret the 2
analyses as a “confidence interval for the truth”
Friedrich
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Two Examples: Early event
65%

B.
Cumulative Incidence of Treatment Abandonment
for Pediatric Sarcoma in Central America (2000-09)
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Years from Diagnosis

Panel A: Sitaresmi et al (2010) Psycho-Oncology
Panel B: Friedrich, et al. Cancer 2012
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Survival analysis with and without censoring of Treatment
Abandonment (serve as “boundaries” for “reality”)
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4-year estimates:
OS = 37%
AOS = 29%
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Friedrich, et al. Cancer 2013
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Practical
algorithm

Weaver et al. PBC 2015
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Survival Analysis, Time to event analysis,
the “Ideal study” vs. the “Reality”
• Outcome is time to
event

– Each individual has
different start date and
length of follow-up

• Most data is right
censored

End of
Study

Assessment point

– Not all patients start at
the same time
– Not all patients
complete follow-up
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Survival Analysis,
Reality, accounting for TxA
Alive
Treatment Abandonment
Lost to follow up
Interrupted treatment
Profile of inconsistency
Alive
Alive
Alive @assessment; later death
Assessment point

End of
Study
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Conclusions
• Definition: Treatment abandonment is the failure to start or complete medically
indicated curative therapy
• Definition: Standard definitions now exist and should be referenced and applied
whenever possible to allow comparability of results
• Magnitude: Globally it is a leading cause of treatment failure, compromising survival
for as many as 1 in 7 children with cancer
• Outcomes research: Basic concepts of survival analysis can be applied to determine
how to most appropriately classify the patients based on pattern of non-adherence
• Outcomes research: Consistent use and application of these basics will allow
comparative outcomes research and better assessment of scale-up during
implementation research (something we urgently need!)
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Survival Analysis
Basic Concepts of SA
•
•

•

Statistical technique for positive valued random
variables, such as time to event or death
Can’t know if the patients who fail to complete
follow up have an event or not
– If we exclude patients who did not
complete follow-up we risk loosing a lot of
valuable data
– We may need to evaluate data before all
patients have completed follow-up
Survival analysis assumes that patients lost to
follow-up are well represented by the patients
that remain on follow-up
– True if the patient completed therapy
– Not true if the patient abandoned therapy

Considerations in TxA
•
•

•

TxA influences outcome, not considering it as an
“event” overestimates survival
Most patients that abandon therapy do so
relatively early in the course of treatment and
therefore treatment effectiveness can be presumed
to be significantly compromised for most of them
– There are only a few studies documenting
outcome after TxA, but a few survivors have
been documented
Current recommendation from SIOP PODC is to
perform survival analysis with and without
censoring treatment abandonment
– The strategy is not perfect
– If struggling with strategy, interpret the 2
analyses as a “confidence interval for the
truth”
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